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Since 2006, Dr. Jesse Steff (an onc-immunologist) has been involved in supporting cancer research groups and foundations through his own nonprofit entity called S.U.T.I. (Su Tendone Institute for Medical Research) and has recently established a public project called Awareness for a Cure (A4C).

"With the help of a few friends," A4C was inspired by a host of cancer foundations and members of the Long Island Caregivers Group. It is a small group of people who have come together to find a cure for debilitating diseases.

"There are so many ways to join the fight. Being a health practitioner is one way, but having social networks to get patients funding or services to help them recover or their lives also a major part of our work," one of the board's major allies is the philanthropic patron Annette Landis, founder of Best Answer For Cancer (BAFC), www.bestanswerforcancer.org, cancer survivor turned advocate and global educational crusader for the many treatment and survival options. A4C is an international organization of doctors and patients working to shift the cancer paradigm from a one-size-fits-all disease-based approach to a patient-centered, integrative medical approach — supporting integrative oncology and physicians and patients to adopt the proven, more successful paradigms — we believe the best answer for cancer is an approach that devotes the cancer patients, enhancing the overall health of the patient's well-being.

A4C has come one of the founding partners for Awareness for a Cure by helping to promote that support many national and local organizations on Long Island. The new Long Island branch is committed to sharing ideas and supporting special events, and promoting the involvement of the founders and helping families learn through social media and seeking out volunteers.

A4C's objective is to bring awareness, resources, and hope to the community also includes hosting the annual cancer round table forum for the community.

Dr. Jesse Steff, Jonn S. Tordi, Dr. James Fumari, Annette Landis and Rachel D'Elia at the 2017 MCF conference in San Diego. All of the funds raised by volunteers from around the world would stay on Long Island to be distributed by grants to local cancer societies and support organizations. With such determination, families, friends, and the support from local politicians and businesses, the inaugural LI2Day Benefit Concert with local acts like Suffolk County (in June of 2004) and raised $25,000. And now, in its 14th year, the local cancer organizations from south Nassau and the Hampton Bays are raising funds to fight breast cancer and other women's cancers.

"Since Baldwin/Maxwell has been raised in 14 years," Mr. Maxwell said. "I had an interview at a while ago with A4C's first partner organization, Long Island & Lyoness (LISI) under the Laughing patient access manager, who reassured her centralized awareness platform and a comprehensive directory for disease patients."

"I still hospitals and oncology offices across Long Island to raise awareness about LISI and what we can do to help," said Maxwell. "When a patient is first diagnosed, they are not aware of the world they don't think they're in. Also, an accessible support system is really important for any patients, and in the cancer world, it's a passion to mine to bring support, education, and offer financial assistance." Awareness for a Cure is also aware of the various donation programs. This group hopes to encourage survivors who escaped the effects of a deadly disease. One of the many organizations that benefit from this initiative is the local cancer foundations like the Esophageal & Lymphoma Society, she formed the help she needed to stay alive and regain her quality of life for years more."

In the ongoing battle against cancer, the list of challenges, found many grants also continues to grow. Coordinator of the Long Island A4C offers continues their mission to seek out, raise funds for about such remarkable organization and bring awareness about their work. "By listing grants, sharing fundraising and stories and establishing a publication that supports the cancer community with people-based information, we are joining the front lines of the fight by creating all resources with a true society that is only one-sided," said Lewis Maxwell, A4C co-founder.
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The Mediterranean Lifestyle: Ancient Truths That Improve Health

Barbara J. Geoge EdD, RCEP, MHS, AGNP-C, Director, Center for Cardiovascular Lifestyle Medicine will discuss the following:

- The history of the Mediterranean way of living and heart health.
- The latest prevention guidelines related to cardiovascular disease risk and treatment options
- How to effectively manage and improve your heart healthy lifestyle

A question and answer period will follow.

1:15PM
Wednesday, November 8, 2017
Mineola Community Center
155 Washington Avenue, Mineola
(One block south of Sunrise Hwy, between Mineola Blvd and Willis Ave.)
Admission is free, but seating is limited. Please call (516) 663-3914 for reservations.
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